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Abstract—The multimedia databases are becoming more and more popular nowadays. One of their main problems is a huge data amount storage. Another problem with multimedia databases is querying. Traditional approaches, based on textual keywords are not sufficient. More advanced techniques, incorporating image content features, should be used. In this paper we propose new multimedia database structure with ability of Content Based Image Retrieval. Query by Shape (QS) is a method which is based on decomposing an object into features. Each feature may consist of shape primitive, a color or a texture. In this paper we only use shape primitives. In order to achieve high scalability and workload control, we propose a modified Scalable Distributed Two-layer Data Structure, as a storage. The modification incorporates adding tree structure, comparing algorithm and returning a set of results to the client.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE MULTIMEDIA databases are becoming more and more popular nowadays. There are many applications where they are needed, like social media portals (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, Flickr and Google+) or monitoring systems. Because modern cameras produce high resolution images, the amount of data which has to be stored is very huge. Another problem with multimedia databases is their querying. Traditional approaches, based on textual keywords are not sufficient. More advanced techniques incorporating image content features should be used.

In this paper we propose the idea of a multimedia database structure with ability of Content Based Image Retrieval which is based on our previous work described in [1]. Query by Shape (QS) is a method which is based on decomposing an object into features [1]. Each feature may consist of shape primitive, a color or a texture. In this paper we only use shape primitives. As a data structure for storage we use a modified Scalable Distributed Two-layer Data Structure which is highly scalable, distributed data store [2]. The modification incorporates adding tree structure, comparing algorithm and returning a set of results to the client.

This paper is organized as follows. The Section II presents the survey of image retrieval algorithms. The Section III contains a short review of NoSQL data stores. The idea of Scalable Distributed Two-layer Data Structures is described in the Section IV. The Section V shows the motivation of our research. The idea of our database structure is presented in the Section VI. The conclusion of the research is given in the Section VII.

II. IMAGE RETRIEVAL ALGORITHMS

In the area of multimedia databases, three types of retrieval algorithms can be distinguished: Keyword-Based Image Retrieval (KBIR), Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) and Semantic-Based Image Retrieval (SBIR).

The first group, KBIR, is based on the relational database approach, where images are stored in the database and they are described using keywords. During the query, the proper keywords should be given. The database structure is very simple but strongly relies on the textual annotations given by a human. This approach is prone to mistakes because of the subjective kind of descriptions [1]. Moreover it is very hard to cover the whole information, present in the image, using textual description [3], [4].

The CBIR algorithms are based on different approach than KBIR. Image features are used to index images and perform queries [1]. All algorithms in this group could be divided into two categories: low-level and high-level algorithms. The low-level algorithms process images globally, extracting features from the whole frame, using e.g. a normalized color histogram [5], a spatial domain [6], a difference moment and entropy [7] or an MPEG-7 image descriptors like shape and texture [8]. The low-level features used by CBIR algorithms are easy to compute but they are insufficient if the query is oriented on searching for similar objects rather than whole images, which incorporates separating the object from the background.

The high-level CBIR algorithms provide more reliable and precise results in this situation. The major part of the algorithms from this group are based on the regions extraction and graphs matching. A region is a group of similar pixels, most often grouped by colors. There are also methods which uses during region extraction: a set of primitives [9] or fuzzy pattern [10] detection, moment-based local operators [11] or parallelgrams, ellipses, corners and arcs detection [12]. After region extraction, a graph is being constructed in order to store the relations between them [1]. During the multimedia database query, the graph-subgraph matching is performed.
e.g. using the classic Ullman algorithm [13] or more advanced ones. There are algorithms that are automatic or semi-automatic with ability to present preliminary results to the user who may choose important regions and repeat the query [14]. Another group of CBIR algorithms allows queries without full knowledge about searched images or objects. One of the first and most successful approaches in this area uses a human drawn sketches which are compared with the corresponding sketches in the database, globally for the whole image [15]. Another example is Query by Shape method [1], which is our previous research and which is used as a base of this paper. The idea of the algorithm is to decompose objects into features like shape primitives or color features. The features are not used for region extraction but for constructing an object’s sketch or skeleton which is strictly a graph. Also the matching algorithm is proposed which uses the similarity coefficient. The similarity informs how similar two graphs are. If they are the same, the similarity is equal to 1, if they are completely different, it takes 0 value. All intermediate values indicates that graphs are partially similar.

The SBIR algorithms are algorithms that try to overcome the "semantic gap", which is the difference between what is present on the image and what a human could interpret [4], [16]. Most SBIR algorithms are based on textual description which, in contrast to the KBIR algorithms, is a much longer phrase. The phrase is easy to create, use and understand by the human, the example could be "the sunrise in the mountains". The textual descriptions are not used directly, but they are mapped onto semantic features and then a query is performed [17].

All groups of algorithms need efficient data storage methods. One of the most often used structure is a cell or a tree, because it can store the relations between similar images [8]. There are also approaches that joins both data structures. One of the example is [18] which is based on gathering similar records in the same cells. Additionally, some biological processes are added, like mitosis, when the similarity between items in the same cells is below the specified level.

III. THE NOSQL DATA STORES

The multimedia databases very often stores millions of photos or images. Because there has to be stored and processed very huge amount of data, with high availability and workload management, the traditional SQL-based databases may not be sufficient. Much better results are obtained using NoSQL databases. The NoSQL databases may be classified into the following groups: Graph databases, Key-Value data stores, Document data stores and Column-based data stores [19].

The Graph databases provides similar features as relational databases but they are not well-prepared to store huge amount of data because of the problems with scalability [19]. Key-Value data stores use an unique single key (e.g. a number) for storing data (value). Most often they have only two operations: inserting and retrieving data [20]. The examples of such data stores are Dynamo data store by Amazon which uses single integer key [20] or Apache Hbase which identifies the data by a timestamp, column name and row name [21]. The Document data stores use textual data interchange formats, like JSON or xml to store data. The most popular document data store is MongoDB [19].

The NoSQL data stores were successfully adapted to store images. As an example the Apache Hbase may be given, which was used to store Google Earth images [21].

IV. THE SD2DS DATA STORES

Scalable Distributed Two-layer Data Structures (SD2DS) are one of variants of Scalable Distributed Data Structures (SDDS) [2], which may be classified as an distributed NoSQL data store. They stores data using a key and a value in so-called "buckets". Each bucket has storage limit and when it is reached a split is performed. Buckets may be distributed through many machines, e.g. nodes on the multicomputer. The SD2DS stores data in two separate layers. The first layer contains only data headers which consists of the data locator and metadata. The data locator is used to locate the stored data in the second layer. The metadata is an additional information connected with the actual data and may contain optional information e.g. the data length, a checksum, insertion date or data description. The second layer contains only the actual data, called body [2]. That structure maintains data more efficiently, because both layers are independent of each others and may be stored on different machines. Moreover the data store is highly scalable, without theoretical limitations and may contain as many data as is needed. The SD2DS allows also to use as a second layer other solutions, even without buckets. The SD2DS structure is presented in the Fig. 1.
The SD2DS may be easily extended e.g. by adding throughput adjustment [22] which highly improves the data access time.

V. MOTIVATION

The problem of multimedia database querying is very complicated. As a continuation of the previous research [1], we would like to propose the Content Based Image Retrieval Database incorporating Query by Shape Method. The database has to store a very huge amount of data. Simple records table, a tree or a cell would be not sufficient. Because of that, more advanced data stores, especially NoSQL-based should be used. In order to obtain very high scalability and availability, as a base for our system the Scalable Distributed Two-Layer Data Structures should be used. As a result of our research we would like to create the system which will fulfill the following requirements:

- queries using a graph of features e.g. primitives,
- similarity control for graphs comparison, the similarity should be set by the client,
- client feature: graphical queries easily drawn by a human (without drawing skill), e.g. using predefined shapes,
- client feature: automatic image transformation into a graph, used for a query,
- very fast data access,
- scalability without turning off the system,
- easy addition of the new hardware used for storage,
- good performance for the very huge data workload stored in the database.

VI. THE SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The proposed system extends the SD2DS data store structure. The classical approach consists of two layers with the first layer containing record’s headers, the second with their bodies and the client which uses single key to retrieve the single record. In order to provide features mentioned in the previous section, some modifications have to be made. The system overview is shown in the Figure 2.

A. The Client

The client should query the data store by a graph, instead of a standard key. Moreover it has to be able to receive the result of a query which may consists of many records. Therefore, the following messages are defined:

Messages send by the client:

- record (graph and image) insertion (GI) - a message used to insert a new record containing a graph and an image into the database,
- query (SQ) - a query after which all result records are sent by the database in one message,
- distributed query (DQ) - a query after which result records are sent gradually with one message per one record, allowing e.g. to show progressively results for a user,
- get record (GR) - a message used to retrieve the record using its key.

Messages received by the client:

- result of the insertion (RI) - sent by the database as a response to GI message, returning the failure code or new node’s record key,
- not found (NF) - sent by the data store when there are no similar graphs/images in the data store, returned for both SQ and DQ messages,
- results (RR) - contains list of similar records, returned only as a response to SQ message,
- single result (SR) - contains only one similar record, returned only as a response to DQ or GR messages.

All sent messages contain the query graph and the minimal similarity which is used during comparisons. Moreover the messages may define if as a result full record or only a header should be returned.

B. The First Layer

The first layer of the data store was redesigned into two sub-layers: the Tree Coordinator and the Tree. The Tree sub-layer consists of the standard SD2DS record headers. Each record header is treated as a one tree node, containing as a metadata a graph and a list of children nodes (a list of records keys). The Tree Coordinator is responsible for communicating with the clients and the logic of the tree: storing the tree root record key, adding new nodes, traversing tree and making queries. Moreover it is able to execute queries in two ways,
analogously to the SQ and DQ messages. In order to improve the performance, some of the Tree Coordinator features, like comparing graphs and tree traversing may be implemented as a part of buckets. Also the DQ message could be directed sent by the bucket.

1) The tree structure: The tree nodes used in the database are stored in the first layer using standard SD2DS headers records. The graphs are inserted into the tree hierarchically, storing its common parts in parent nodes. Because of that, the root node may contain a graph with only one shape or an empty graph. The example tree structure with scooter, bicycle and car objects is shown in the Fig. 3. Moreover, because there are indirect nodes which stores only graphs without connection to any images, the SD2DS modification allows records headers in the first layer with empty bodies.

2) Record Insertion: after receiving the GI message, the Tree Coordinator compares the graph with graphs stored in the tree, starting from the root node using the Query by Shape comparison algorithm (QS) [1] and the minimal similarity parameter extracted from the GI message. The algorithm is presented in the Alg. 1. The Tree Coordinator retrieves the record using similar procedures as the client in the standard SD2DS. Then children nodes are extracted from the record and used for the next records retrieval.

3) Querying: The querying algorithm is very similar to the insertion of a node. The algorithm is shown in the Alg. 2. During the query, the results could be sent immediately to the client or stored in the Tree Coordinator temporary buffer before completion and then sent.

C. The Second Layer
The second layer has not been modified. Because of the tree structure, there may be less bodies than records in the first layer. The images are retrieved during querying, but the client in the SQ or DQ could force the database to only send headers from the first layer or even only the keys.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The presented tree-based structure has been evaluated using experimental implementation written in C++. The results were compared with the linear SD2DS QS system and are shown in the Tables I and II. The linear SD2DS QS system uses also first SD2DS layer to store graphs, but without tree structure. During the query, all elements has to be compared with the query graph. In order to evaluate algorithms performance, the precision and recall coefficients were used [1]:

\[
\text{precision} = \frac{\text{number of relevant results images}}{\text{total number of results images}} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{recall} = \frac{\text{number of relevant results images}}{\text{total number of relevant images in the database}} \quad (2)
\]

As a number of relevant results images we assume the number of images which are from the same class as the query image. For the tests, about 117 real life images of different objects classes were used.

### Algorithm 1: Inserting new node to the tree

**Require:** graph and image extracted from the GI message  
**if** tree is empty  
2: add record as a root node, store its key as a Root Key;  
6: while FIFO queue is not empty do  
8: compare graph with treeNode using QS;  
10: if treeNode is not a root node then  
12: send graph as a child of treeNode’s parent;  
14: end if  
16: add graph as a new root node;  
18: end if  
20: if graphs similarity ≥ highSimilarity then  
22: send RI message with the record’s key to the client;  
24: if treeNode does not have any children then  
26: add the common part of graph and treeNode as their parents;  
28: send RI message with the graph’s key to the client;  
30: end if  
else  
32: add each treeNode children to the FIFO queue;  
34: end if  
36: end while

The test results shows that for most queries the tree structure increased the precision comparing to the previous, linear structure. This is due to the additional steps during the query algorithm Alg. 2) which omits the whole sub-tree with too low precision and check if the precision is increasing in children nodes. Moreover, the lower precision in the automated queries was caused by some failures of shape detection algorithms.

The recall measurements shows that for the manual queries more relevant results were returned by the tree algorithm version. The automatic query was problematic for same cases for tree version because of occurrence of many unconnected
Fig. 3. The example of the tree with bicycle (node 4), scooter (node 5) and 3 cars graphs (nodes 6-8). The shape sizes were omitted during tree construction in order to show the main idea and simplify the structure.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Manual queries</th>
<th>Automated queries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tree-based</td>
<td>Linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bicycle no. 1</td>
<td>0.7708</td>
<td>0.6065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bicycle no. 2</td>
<td>0.8529</td>
<td>0.5714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car no. 1</td>
<td>0.8529</td>
<td>0.7059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car no. 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Manual queries</th>
<th>Automated queries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tree-based</td>
<td>Linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bicycle no. 1</td>
<td>0.9737</td>
<td>0.3023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bicycle no. 2</td>
<td>0.7636</td>
<td>0.0581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car no. 1</td>
<td>0.7209</td>
<td>0.4651</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

nodes in skeletons. This caused problems with inserting them in the proper sub-tree.

The performance of the structure is dependent on the number of elements. During our experiments using SD2DS, to up to 1000 elements there were very small difference between tree and linear version. For higher number of elements, the tree structure was becoming more and more faster. We also implemented version which uses as a storage vector array. During experiments the tree version occurred to be up to 2x faster than linear version.

### VIII. Conclusion

In this paper a new Content Based Image Retrieval database structure was presented. The main idea of our research is to apply our previous research results, Query by Shape method [1], into Scalable Distributed Two-layer Data Structure. The modification of data store included redesigning it to store records in a tree. Also a Tree Coordinator was added to the first layer in order to communicate with the client and perform tree queries.

The future research includes implementing the version of the algorithm with comparison algorithm moved to buckets. We expect that it should improve the querying time as well as allows to use buckets and nodes more efficiently. Moreover the throughput adjustment may be added in order to improve the image data access time.

Another direction of research will concern the Query by Shape method in order to improve the results precision. This may include e.g. adding other primitive types and color features. Moreover more advanced graph matching algorithms should be applied, as well as some optimization methods should be evaluated, e.g. [23].
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**Algorithm 2** Querying the database with a graph

**Require:** $graph$ extracted from the SQ or DQ query message

1. if tree is empty then
   2. send $NF$ message to the client;
else
   4. add Root Key to the FIFO queue;
while FIFO queue is not empty do
   6. $key \leftarrow$ pop first element from FIFO;
   7. $treeNode \leftarrow$ get record with key $== key$;
   8. compare $graph$ with $treeNode$ using QS:
      if graphs similarity $\geq$ highSimilarity then
         10. if the client sent DQ message then
            11. send $RI$ message with the record’s key to the client;
            12. send $RI$ message with all keys of the sub-tree consisting of record’s children to the client;
      else
         14. add record to the results; add all keys of the sub-tree consisting of record’s children to the results;
   end if
end if
   18. if $treeNode$’s parent similarity $−$ minSimilarity $>$ graphs similarity then
      continue;
   end if
   20. if $treeNode$ has children then
      21. add each $treeNode$ children to the FIFO queue;
   end if
end while